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Figure 4. Distribution of LAE candidates on the sky. The field is centered on the quasar position. North is up and East is

to the left. Each symbol represents an LAE candidate, and is color-coded by NB816 magnitude according to the scale on the

right. Dotted lines show concentric circles in increments of 10 h�1 Mpc projected distance from the quasar line of sight.

Figure 5. Surface density of LAE candidates as a function

of projected distance from the quasar position averaged over

annular bins. Aperture widths are 10 h�1 Mpc for all except

the outermost bin, for which it is 4.5 h�1 Mpc. Vertical error

bars are 68% Poisson intervals (see Table 3). The dotted line

shows the mean surface density over 150  �✓  400 from

the quasar position.

of sight towards J0148 therefore appears to be highly
significant.

To better visualize the spatial distribution of LAE
candidates we create a source density map. To do this,
we superimpose a regular grid of 0.4 h�1 Mpc(0.240) pix-

els onto the map of LAE candidates shown in Figure 4.
At each grid point, we find the distance, d10, to the
tenth nearest candidate. This distance is converted into
a source surface density as ⌃LAE / d�2

10
. The ⌃LAE val-

ues are normalized by their mean value, and the grid is
smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of � = 2.0 h�1 Mpc.
Finally, we truncate the map at �✓ = 400 to exclude
regions with lower sensitivity. The result is shown in
Figure 6. The quasar line of sight passes near the center
of an elongated low-density region that extends roughly
40 h�1 Mpc North-South and 20 h�1 Mpc East-West.
This is another demonstration that the extreme Gunn-
Peterson trough towards J0148 is associated with a re-
gion that is highly underdense in LAEs.

3.2. Comparison to Models

We now turn to comparing our results to predictions
from models for the large spread in IGM Ly↵ opacities
near z ⇠ 6. Here we consider the UVB fluctuation model
of Davies & Furlanetto (2016) and the temperature fluc-
tuation model of D’Aloisio et al. (2015), in which deep
Gunn-Peterson troughs such as the one towards J0148
arise in under- and over-dense regions, respectively. Be-
low we briefly describe the implementation of these mod-
els in Davies et al. (2017a) and their predictions for
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Figure 6. Surface density map of LAE candidates. The surface density at a given position is calculated from the distance to

the tenth nearest source as ⌃LAE / d�2

10
. Surface densities are displayed as a fraction of the mean value over the field according

to the color bar at the right. The quasar position is marked with a cross. North is up and East is to the left. The small circle

at lower left shows the FWHM of the smoothing kernel applied to the map.

LAEs in the J0148 Gunn-Peterson trough. We also
consider a model in which strong UVB fluctuations are
driven by rare, bright sources (QSOs), as in Chardin
et al. (2015, 2017).

The UVB and temperature fluctuations were com-
puted in a volume 546 h�1 Mpc on a side, using the semi-
numerical reionization code 21cmFAST (Mesinger et al.
2011) to compute the density field and dark matter halo
distributions (minimum halo mass of 2 ⇥ 109 M�). For
the galaxy UVB model, ionizing luminosities were as-
signed to dark matter halos via abundance matching to
the Bouwens et al. (2015) (non-ionizing) UV luminosity
function, allowing the ratio of ionizing to non-ionizing
luminosities to be a free (but uniform) parameter that
is later chosen to produce a predetermined mean H I
photoionization rate. The UVB was then computed on
a coarse 1563 grid with a spatially-fluctuating mean free
path of ionizing photons following the method of Davies
& Furlanetto (2016), assuming an average mean free
path of 10.5 h�1 Mpc. As noted above, this is roughly
a factor of three smaller than would be expected from
a naive extrapolation of lower-redshift values (Worseck
et al. 2014), although it is possible that some of the

highest redshift (z ⇠ 5) direct measurements are biased
high (D’Aloisio et al. 2018).

Motivated by the possibility of a QSO dominated
UVB (Giallongo et al. 2015; Chardin et al. 2017, but
see McGreer et al. 2018; Parsa et al. 2018), here we ex-
tend the modeling framework of Davies et al. (2017a) to
include a simple QSO model of UVB fluctuations. In
this model we abundance matched 3 dark matter ha-
los to QSOs from the Giallongo et al. (2015) luminosity
function and assumed the Lusso et al. (2015) QSO spec-
trum to compute their ionizing luminosities, with zero
contribution to the UVB from galaxies. We note that
this is in some sense a more extreme QSO model than
the one used by Chardin et al. (2017), who included a
minor contribution from galaxies. We choose an aver-
age mean free path of 42 h�1 Mpc, which is much longer
than the one in our galaxy model, to reproduce the mea-
sured UVB strength at z ⇠ 5.7 (D’Aloisio et al. 2018).
As in the galaxy UVB and Chardin et al. (2017) QSO

3
An alternative would be to randomly assign QSOs to mas-

sive halos. This would presumably further weaken the correlation

between density and Ly↵ opacity seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 1. X-Shooter spectrum of the z = 6.0 quasar ULAS J0148+0600, from Becker et al. (2015). The black line is centered

on the Ly↵ forest and includes the ⇠110 h�1 Mpc Ly↵ absorption trough spanning 7930 Å < � < 8360 Å. Corresponding

redshifts are shown along the top axis. The blue line, o↵set by 0.1 in normalized flux, is shifted in wavelength to show the Ly�

forest at the same redshifts. The red line shows the HSC NB816 filter curve.

tuations to explain the wide distribution of Ly↵ opac-
ities near z ⇠ 6. Davies & Furlanetto (2016) proposed
that fluctuations in a galaxy-dominated ionizing ultra-
violet background (UVB) may be present due to spatial
variations in the mean free path of ionizing photons.
Chardin et al. (2015, 2017) also proposed that the wide
⌧e↵ distribution may be due to UVB fluctuations, but at-
tributed the fluctuations to a radiation field dominated
by rare, bright sources such as quasars. On the temper-
ature side, D’Aloisio et al. (2015) proposed that large
temperature fluctuations may be present following an
extended reionization epoch that ended not long before
z = 6.

Intriguingly, each of these models poses challenges for
conventional IGM models. In the Davies & Furlanetto
(2016) UVB model, the typical mean free path must
be at least a factor of three shorter than what would
be predicted from extrapolations of lower-redshift mea-
surements (Worseck et al. 2014, and references therein).
The evolution of the global ionizing emissivity may also
be unphysically rapid over 5 < z < 6, unless estimates
at z ⇠ 5 are too low due to biases in the measured
mean free path (D’Aloisio et al. 2018). The Chardin
et al. (2015, 2017) model requires a number density of
quasars at the high end of observational constraints (Gi-
allongo et al. 2015; McGreer et al. 2018). A UVB dom-
inated by quasars may also cause helium in the IGM
to fully reionize too early (D’Aloisio et al. 2017). This
could violate evidence from the He II Ly↵ forest that
helium reionization ends near z ⇠ 3 (e.g., Worseck &
Prochaska 2011), and produce IGM temperatures that
exceed current constraints near z ⇠ 4 � 5 (Becker et al.
2011). Finally, the temperature model requires both
an extended, late reionization history and a local tem-
perature boost from reionization that is at the upper
end of physically motivated values (McQuinn 2012). It
is uncertain, moreover, whether su�cient temperature

fluctuations can be produced in radiative transfer simu-
lations of reionization that are consistent with IGM tem-
perature measurements at z < 5 (Keating et al. 2017,
but see Upton Sanderbeck et al. 2016). Clearly, deter-
mining the origin of the ⌧e↵ fluctuations would shed new
light on the physics governing the high-redshift IGM.

Recently, Davies et al. (2017a) showed that the com-
peting models could be tested by probing the relation-
ship between Ly↵ opacity and local environment (see
also D’Aloisio et al. 2018). Specifically, the galaxy UVB
model of Davies & Furlanetto (2016) predicts that a
deep Ly↵ trough such as the one towards J0148 should
arise in voids, where the UV background is suppressed.
The temperature model of D’Aloisio et al. (2015), in con-
trast, predicts that troughs should occur in high density
regions that reionized early and have had su�cient time
to cool. Davies et al. (2017a) suggested that galaxies
along the quasar line of sight could be used to probe the
density field. Observationally, this test requires (i) iden-
tifying galaxies within the redshift range of the trough,
(ii) su�cient sensitivity that the galaxies will adequately
sample the underlying density field, and (iii) a survey
area that is large enough to cover the region of inter-
est around the quasar line of sight and, ideally, a sur-
rounding region that can be used for a self-consistent
comparison.

In this paper we report on a survey for Ly↵ emit-
ting galaxies (LAEs) in the field of J0148 using Hyper
Suprime-Cam (HSC) on the Subaru telescope. The HSC
data have su�cient areal coverage and depth to con-
duct the experiment proposed by Davies et al. (2017a).
In addition, the LAE candidates are selected using the
NB816 narrow-band filter, whose central wavelength
conveniently sits right in the middle of the J0148 trough
(Figure 1). We present our HSC data in Section 2.
The selection of LAE candidates is described in Sec-
tion 2.3, and the results are compared to model predic-

NB816

LAE survey with NB816 (z=5.7) in the field of QSO0148+0600, 
corresponding to the long dark trough. 

High-τHI is likely to be associated  with  
high LAE surface density. 

The fluctuating-ΓHI model is preferred.

Lyβ forest
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Figure 4. Distribution of LAE candidates on the sky. The field is centered on the quasar position. North is up and East is

to the left. Each symbol represents an LAE candidate, and is color-coded by NB816 magnitude according to the scale on the

right. Dotted lines show concentric circles in increments of 10 h�1 Mpc projected distance from the quasar line of sight.

Figure 5. Surface density of LAE candidates as a function

of projected distance from the quasar position averaged over

annular bins. Aperture widths are 10 h�1 Mpc for all except

the outermost bin, for which it is 4.5 h�1 Mpc. Vertical error

bars are 68% Poisson intervals (see Table 3). The dotted line

shows the mean surface density over 150  �✓  400 from

the quasar position.

of sight towards J0148 therefore appears to be highly
significant.

To better visualize the spatial distribution of LAE
candidates we create a source density map. To do this,
we superimpose a regular grid of 0.4 h�1 Mpc(0.240) pix-

els onto the map of LAE candidates shown in Figure 4.
At each grid point, we find the distance, d10, to the
tenth nearest candidate. This distance is converted into
a source surface density as ⌃LAE / d�2

10
. The ⌃LAE val-

ues are normalized by their mean value, and the grid is
smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of � = 2.0 h�1 Mpc.
Finally, we truncate the map at �✓ = 400 to exclude
regions with lower sensitivity. The result is shown in
Figure 6. The quasar line of sight passes near the center
of an elongated low-density region that extends roughly
40 h�1 Mpc North-South and 20 h�1 Mpc East-West.
This is another demonstration that the extreme Gunn-
Peterson trough towards J0148 is associated with a re-
gion that is highly underdense in LAEs.

3.2. Comparison to Models

We now turn to comparing our results to predictions
from models for the large spread in IGM Ly↵ opacities
near z ⇠ 6. Here we consider the UVB fluctuation model
of Davies & Furlanetto (2016) and the temperature fluc-
tuation model of D’Aloisio et al. (2015), in which deep
Gunn-Peterson troughs such as the one towards J0148
arise in under- and over-dense regions, respectively. Be-
low we briefly describe the implementation of these mod-
els in Davies et al. (2017a) and their predictions for
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Figure 6. Surface density map of LAE candidates. The surface density at a given position is calculated from the distance to

the tenth nearest source as ⌃LAE / d�2

10
. Surface densities are displayed as a fraction of the mean value over the field according

to the color bar at the right. The quasar position is marked with a cross. North is up and East is to the left. The small circle

at lower left shows the FWHM of the smoothing kernel applied to the map.

LAEs in the J0148 Gunn-Peterson trough. We also
consider a model in which strong UVB fluctuations are
driven by rare, bright sources (QSOs), as in Chardin
et al. (2015, 2017).

The UVB and temperature fluctuations were com-
puted in a volume 546 h�1 Mpc on a side, using the semi-
numerical reionization code 21cmFAST (Mesinger et al.
2011) to compute the density field and dark matter halo
distributions (minimum halo mass of 2 ⇥ 109 M�). For
the galaxy UVB model, ionizing luminosities were as-
signed to dark matter halos via abundance matching to
the Bouwens et al. (2015) (non-ionizing) UV luminosity
function, allowing the ratio of ionizing to non-ionizing
luminosities to be a free (but uniform) parameter that
is later chosen to produce a predetermined mean H I
photoionization rate. The UVB was then computed on
a coarse 1563 grid with a spatially-fluctuating mean free
path of ionizing photons following the method of Davies
& Furlanetto (2016), assuming an average mean free
path of 10.5 h�1 Mpc. As noted above, this is roughly
a factor of three smaller than would be expected from
a naive extrapolation of lower-redshift values (Worseck
et al. 2014), although it is possible that some of the

highest redshift (z ⇠ 5) direct measurements are biased
high (D’Aloisio et al. 2018).

Motivated by the possibility of a QSO dominated
UVB (Giallongo et al. 2015; Chardin et al. 2017, but
see McGreer et al. 2018; Parsa et al. 2018), here we ex-
tend the modeling framework of Davies et al. (2017a) to
include a simple QSO model of UVB fluctuations. In
this model we abundance matched 3 dark matter ha-
los to QSOs from the Giallongo et al. (2015) luminosity
function and assumed the Lusso et al. (2015) QSO spec-
trum to compute their ionizing luminosities, with zero
contribution to the UVB from galaxies. We note that
this is in some sense a more extreme QSO model than
the one used by Chardin et al. (2017), who included a
minor contribution from galaxies. We choose an aver-
age mean free path of 42 h�1 Mpc, which is much longer
than the one in our galaxy model, to reproduce the mea-
sured UVB strength at z ⇠ 5.7 (D’Aloisio et al. 2018).
As in the galaxy UVB and Chardin et al. (2017) QSO

3
An alternative would be to randomly assign QSOs to mas-

sive halos. This would presumably further weaken the correlation

between density and Ly↵ opacity seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 1. X-Shooter spectrum of the z = 6.0 quasar ULAS J0148+0600, from Becker et al. (2015). The black line is centered

on the Ly↵ forest and includes the ⇠110 h�1 Mpc Ly↵ absorption trough spanning 7930 Å < � < 8360 Å. Corresponding

redshifts are shown along the top axis. The blue line, o↵set by 0.1 in normalized flux, is shifted in wavelength to show the Ly�

forest at the same redshifts. The red line shows the HSC NB816 filter curve.

tuations to explain the wide distribution of Ly↵ opac-
ities near z ⇠ 6. Davies & Furlanetto (2016) proposed
that fluctuations in a galaxy-dominated ionizing ultra-
violet background (UVB) may be present due to spatial
variations in the mean free path of ionizing photons.
Chardin et al. (2015, 2017) also proposed that the wide
⌧e↵ distribution may be due to UVB fluctuations, but at-
tributed the fluctuations to a radiation field dominated
by rare, bright sources such as quasars. On the temper-
ature side, D’Aloisio et al. (2015) proposed that large
temperature fluctuations may be present following an
extended reionization epoch that ended not long before
z = 6.

Intriguingly, each of these models poses challenges for
conventional IGM models. In the Davies & Furlanetto
(2016) UVB model, the typical mean free path must
be at least a factor of three shorter than what would
be predicted from extrapolations of lower-redshift mea-
surements (Worseck et al. 2014, and references therein).
The evolution of the global ionizing emissivity may also
be unphysically rapid over 5 < z < 6, unless estimates
at z ⇠ 5 are too low due to biases in the measured
mean free path (D’Aloisio et al. 2018). The Chardin
et al. (2015, 2017) model requires a number density of
quasars at the high end of observational constraints (Gi-
allongo et al. 2015; McGreer et al. 2018). A UVB dom-
inated by quasars may also cause helium in the IGM
to fully reionize too early (D’Aloisio et al. 2017). This
could violate evidence from the He II Ly↵ forest that
helium reionization ends near z ⇠ 3 (e.g., Worseck &
Prochaska 2011), and produce IGM temperatures that
exceed current constraints near z ⇠ 4 � 5 (Becker et al.
2011). Finally, the temperature model requires both
an extended, late reionization history and a local tem-
perature boost from reionization that is at the upper
end of physically motivated values (McQuinn 2012). It
is uncertain, moreover, whether su�cient temperature

fluctuations can be produced in radiative transfer simu-
lations of reionization that are consistent with IGM tem-
perature measurements at z < 5 (Keating et al. 2017,
but see Upton Sanderbeck et al. 2016). Clearly, deter-
mining the origin of the ⌧e↵ fluctuations would shed new
light on the physics governing the high-redshift IGM.

Recently, Davies et al. (2017a) showed that the com-
peting models could be tested by probing the relation-
ship between Ly↵ opacity and local environment (see
also D’Aloisio et al. 2018). Specifically, the galaxy UVB
model of Davies & Furlanetto (2016) predicts that a
deep Ly↵ trough such as the one towards J0148 should
arise in voids, where the UV background is suppressed.
The temperature model of D’Aloisio et al. (2015), in con-
trast, predicts that troughs should occur in high density
regions that reionized early and have had su�cient time
to cool. Davies et al. (2017a) suggested that galaxies
along the quasar line of sight could be used to probe the
density field. Observationally, this test requires (i) iden-
tifying galaxies within the redshift range of the trough,
(ii) su�cient sensitivity that the galaxies will adequately
sample the underlying density field, and (iii) a survey
area that is large enough to cover the region of inter-
est around the quasar line of sight and, ideally, a sur-
rounding region that can be used for a self-consistent
comparison.

In this paper we report on a survey for Ly↵ emit-
ting galaxies (LAEs) in the field of J0148 using Hyper
Suprime-Cam (HSC) on the Subaru telescope. The HSC
data have su�cient areal coverage and depth to con-
duct the experiment proposed by Davies et al. (2017a).
In addition, the LAE candidates are selected using the
NB816 narrow-band filter, whose central wavelength
conveniently sits right in the middle of the J0148 trough
(Figure 1). We present our HSC data in Section 2.
The selection of LAE candidates is described in Sec-
tion 2.3, and the results are compared to model predic-

NB816

LAE survey with NB816 (z=5.7) in the field of QSO0148+0600, 
corresponding to the long dark trough. 

High-τHI is likely to be associated  with  
high LAE surface density. 

The fluctuating-ΓHI model is preferred.

Lyβ forest

Is this really the evidence of a negative Σgal-τeff correlation? 

Are LAEs really suited to this kind of study? 
Lyα emission is definitely suppressed in such high τeff regions. 

Are LAEs really tracing the underlying density field?  
Complimentary surveys of other types of galaxies are required. 

Only a single point in the Σgal vs τHI plane. 
More data points across a wide range of τHI are required to see the 
correlation.
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Subaru/HSC:  
Revealing the τHI—Σgal relation over large scales
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Collaboration with Kashikawa-san’s LAE survey in QSO fields  
=> direct test of possible suppression of LAE/LBG where we know τeff



Today’s talk

1. Background 

2. Our projects starting up right now 
using JWST, ALMA and MUSE 

3. Summary
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Background



Metal absorption systems back to z~6
• High-z quasars started to be found by SDSS back to z~6 around 2000, and recently, 

many z~6 quasars (O(102)) are being discovered by various wide surveys.   
• Astronomers have studied metal pollution of the IGM and metal budget of the 

Universe using absorption lines seen in quasar spectra.
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No. 2, 2001 SONGAILA L155

Fig. 2.—Column density distribution of C iv absorbers as in Fig. 1 for
various redshift ranges. In each redshift interval, the solid line is the fiducial
power law with the normalization and index es-!af(N)dN p BN dN a p 1.8
tablished from Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.—Q(C iv) as a function of redshift plotted from the data of Table 1
( km s!1 Mpc!1 and ). In each redshift interval, the filledH p 65 q p 0.50 0

squares show Q(C iv) computed for all systems with 12 !210 cm ≤ N(C iv) ≤
, whereas the open squares are Q(C iv) computed for all systems15 !210 cm

with . Symbols are plotted at the average red-13 !2 14 !210 cm ≤ N(C iv) ≤ 10 cm
shift for each bin (Table 1). Error bars are 90% confidence limits computed
using Monte Carlo simulations. The dot-dashed lines are Q(C iv) computed
assuming , , a C iv ionization fraction of 0.5, and me-2Q h p 0.023 h p 0.65b

tallicities and 0.001, respectively.Z p 0.0001

Fig. 4.—Same as Fig. 3, but for Si iv

conservative in that it will, if anything, underestimate the re-
sulting metallicity since neither C iv nor Si iv can be a much
larger fraction than this; even in the extreme case, the metal-
licity will be overestimated by no more than a factor of 2. The
measurements of Qelement can then be compared with measure-
ments of to obtain the universal metallicity contribution ofQb

the gas. (The inverse procedure of guessing a metallicity and
then using this to estimate has been followed by Tripp,Qb

Savage, & Jenkins 2000 in analyzing O vi measurements at
low redshift. However, given that we know from otherQb

sources, it seems more reasonable in the present case to use
that value to constrain the metallicity.) A value of 2Q h pb

is adopted from measurements of the micro-0.023! 0.003
wave background (Netterfield et al. 2001), which is consistent
with the most recent deuterium estimates (e.g., Tytler et al.
2000). The metallicity is quoted relative to solar values of

for carbon and for silicon (Anders &!4 !53.3# 10 3.3# 10
Grevesse 1989). The results of this procedure are illustrated
with dashed lines in Figures 3 and 4. For , I concludeh p 0.65
that the carbon metallicity is at lower redshifts and!45# 10
still exceeds at . The silicon metallicity is about!42# 10 z p 5
2 times higher, at , with the assumed Si iv!43.5# 10 z p 5
ionization fraction of 0.5. This presumably reflects the faster
generation of the a-process elements, but the exact amount of
the excess of silicon over carbon will of course depend on the
relative Si iv and C iv ionization fractions.
The minimum nature of the estimates should be emphasized:

in any given region, only observed metals are counted. While
we believe that the bulk of the baryons are to be found in these
clouds at these redshifts (Rauch, Haehnelt, & Steinmetz 1997;
Kim et al. 1997), the bulk of the metals may not and may
instead be primarily retained in the galaxies that generated
them. Furthermore, the assumption that C iv and Si iv are
dominant ionization stages depends critically on the shape and
intensity of the metagalactic ionizing radiation field and on the
densities of the clouds. There may be cloud column densities
and epochs for which this assumption is no longer true and
where the observed ion densities would imply higher metal-
licities. Finally, the high noise levels at the longest wavelengths
mean we are substantially undercounting the lines at the highest
redshifts, and the turndown in the ion densities at these redshifts
may be due to this effect rather than to a real physical change.
Simulations of the incompleteness above suggest thatz p 4.5
C iv line identification is substantially complete to log N p

at and to above , resulting13.25 z p 4.5 log N p 13.7 z p 5
in corrections to Q(C iv) of factors of 1.35 and 1.67, respec-
tively, in these two bins.
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Savage, & Jenkins 2000 in analyzing O vi measurements at
low redshift. However, given that we know from otherQb

sources, it seems more reasonable in the present case to use
that value to constrain the metallicity.) A value of 2Q h pb

is adopted from measurements of the micro-0.023! 0.003
wave background (Netterfield et al. 2001), which is consistent
with the most recent deuterium estimates (e.g., Tytler et al.
2000). The metallicity is quoted relative to solar values of

for carbon and for silicon (Anders &!4 !53.3# 10 3.3# 10
Grevesse 1989). The results of this procedure are illustrated
with dashed lines in Figures 3 and 4. For , I concludeh p 0.65
that the carbon metallicity is at lower redshifts and!45# 10
still exceeds at . The silicon metallicity is about!42# 10 z p 5
2 times higher, at , with the assumed Si iv!43.5# 10 z p 5
ionization fraction of 0.5. This presumably reflects the faster
generation of the a-process elements, but the exact amount of
the excess of silicon over carbon will of course depend on the
relative Si iv and C iv ionization fractions.
The minimum nature of the estimates should be emphasized:

in any given region, only observed metals are counted. While
we believe that the bulk of the baryons are to be found in these
clouds at these redshifts (Rauch, Haehnelt, & Steinmetz 1997;
Kim et al. 1997), the bulk of the metals may not and may
instead be primarily retained in the galaxies that generated
them. Furthermore, the assumption that C iv and Si iv are
dominant ionization stages depends critically on the shape and
intensity of the metagalactic ionizing radiation field and on the
densities of the clouds. There may be cloud column densities
and epochs for which this assumption is no longer true and
where the observed ion densities would imply higher metal-
licities. Finally, the high noise levels at the longest wavelengths
mean we are substantially undercounting the lines at the highest
redshifts, and the turndown in the ion densities at these redshifts
may be due to this effect rather than to a real physical change.
Simulations of the incompleteness above suggest thatz p 4.5
C iv line identification is substantially complete to log N p

at and to above , resulting13.25 z p 4.5 log N p 13.7 z p 5
in corrections to Q(C iv) of factors of 1.35 and 1.67, respec-
tively, in these two bins.
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Figure 7. The evolution of the comoving mass densities of C IV as measured
in this work along with other observational values from literature and the
simulation of G17. The line and marker style and colours are described in
the legend.

4.2.2 The comoving mass density of SiIV

We present, for the first time, the comoving mass density of
Si IV (!Si IV) beyond redshift 5. The values of B15 and Songaila
(2005, hereafter S05) are adjusted to the Planck cosmology used
in this work and can be seen, along with our values, in Fig. 8.
Given that we only have 2 Si IV systems below redshift 5.19,
we simply consider the lower and upper log(Nsys/cm2) bounds
of each component and compute the error boundary. We mea-
sure !Si IV=4.3+2.1

−2.1 × 10−9 at a median redshift ⟨z⟩ = 5.05 and
find that it drops to !Si IV=1.4+0.6

−0.4 × 10−9 by the median redshift
⟨z⟩ = 5.66.

Interestingly, the G17 simulation, which accurately reproduces
the evolution of !C IV, also reproduces the observed relative evo-
lution of !Si IV. However, it overproduces Si IV by an order of
magnitude when considering the column density range 13.00 <

log(N/cm2) < 15.00 (dot-dash line Fig. 8). If the comparison
is restricted to the column density range of the systems discov-
ered in this study (12.50 < log(N/cm2) < 14.00) then they mea-
sure !Si IV = 3.04 × 10−9 which is within 3σ of our measured
values (see Table 2). We will discuss this in further detail in
Section 5.1.

4.3 Column density distribution functions

We compute the respective CDDF for each ion in the following
manner

f (N ) = n
# log(Nsys)

× 1
dX

, (20)

where Nsys is the total column density of a system, n is the number
of completeness corrected systems in the column density bin con-
sidered (#log(Nsys)), and dX is the comoving redshift path (equa-
tion 16). The completeness functions associated with each redshift
bin for C IV and Si IV can be seen in Fig. 5. We then perform a power
law fit to the column density distribution

f (N) = B ×
!

Nsys

N0

"−α

, (21)

where N0 = 1013.64. We adopt this value for N0 in order to compare
to the work of D13.

We follow the prescription put forth in B17 and take a maximum-
likelihood expectation (MLE) approach. We simultaneously fit for
α and B and the likelihood function is defined as

L(α, B) = P (n|α, B) × %P (Nsysi |α), (22)

where P(n | α, B) is the Poisson probability of observing n systems
given a single instance of α and B. We normalize %P (Nsysi | α) so
that the expected number of systems is n. The redshift boundaries
and transitions considered and best-fitting values with 1σ errors
are presented in Table 5. We also investigate if the choice of N0

Figure 8. The evolution of the comoving mass densities of Si IV as measured in this work along with other observational values from literature and the
simulation of G17. The marker style and colours are described in the legend. The B15 and S05 values have been adjusted to the Planck cosmology used in this
work.
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Figure 7. The evolution of the comoving mass densities of C IV as measured
in this work along with other observational values from literature and the
simulation of G17. The line and marker style and colours are described in
the legend.
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A downward trend in ΩCIV /
ΩSSiIV discovered at z>5. 

What cause the decline in 
ΩCIV at z>5 ? 

• the evolution of metal 
abundance? 

• change in ionization 
condition?
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Excess of low-ionization OI (+SiII, CII) systems at z>5.5 (Becker+06)  
— Evidence of change in ionization background 

low-ion. systems (OI)
high-ion. systems (CIV)
MgII systems

Compilation from the literature 

The CGM and IGM at z ∼ 5 4957

Table 6. Median redshifts (⟨z⟩), redshift paths (!z), absorption distances
(dX), discovered systems (N̄) and the comoving mass densities (") for C II,
Si II, Al II, and Fe II systems used in this work.

Ion ⟨z⟩ !z dX N̄ "

Si II 4.61 4.41–5.00 7.70 4 7.5 ± 3.8 × 10−8

5.77 5.00–6.13 17.59 1 1.8 ± 1.8 × 10−11

Al II 4.60 4.00–5.00 16.78 8 2.2 ± 0.8 × 10−9

5.47 5.00–6.13 17.59 2 2.4 ± 1.7 × 10−11

Fe II 2.53 2.00–3.00 13.12 4 2.9 ± 1.5 × 10−8

3.41 3.00–4.00 15.09 1 4.5 ± 4.5 × 10−9

4.61 4.00–5.45 24.84 7 2.6 ± 1.0 × 10−8

C II 5.57 5.18–6.13 11.32 1 6.3 ± 6.3 × 10−10

Mg I 2.53 2.00–3.00 13.12 3 5.7 ± 3.3 × 10−11

3.41 3.00–4.00 15.09 2 6.7 ± 4.7 × 10−11

4.61 4.00–5.45 24.84 2 5.7 ± 4.0 × 10−11

Ca II 3.41 3.00–4.00 15.09 1 1.7 ± 1.7 × 10−11

Figure 19. The evolution of the comoving mass densities of Mg I, Ca II,
Si II, Al II, Fe II, and C II as measured in this study. The redshift boundaries,
median redshifts and computed "ion values along with errors can be seen in
Table 6. The Mg II values are taken from C17.

work is associated with a single weak Mg II absorber while LF17
integrate across the full equivalent width range. When we consider
the evolution of Al II we find that it drops by ∼2 orders of magnitude
from redshift 4.60 to 5.47. Just as with the Si II and C II ions, the
Al II absorbers beyond redshift 5 are associated only with weak
Mg II absorbers while the Al II absorbers below redshift 4 are mostly

associated with strong Mg II absorbers. These absorbers dominate
the computed "Al II at ⟨z⟩ = 4.60.

We find that "Mg I and "Fe II have a flat evolution from redshift
2 to 5.45 as measured in this work. When we compare to the find-
ings of LF17, we find a similar evolution for "Si II and "Al II from
redshift 2 to 5. However, from redshift 5 to redshift 6 "Si II, "C II,
and "Al II drop by several orders of magnitude. This evolution re-
sults from the association of these absorbers with only weak Mg II

absorbers while, from redshift 2 to 5, the Si II and Al II identified
in this study are mostly associated with strong Mg II absorbers. For
this reason, we caution the reader in drawing significant conclu-
sions from their evolution as the Si II, Ca II, and Al II populations
identified in this work past redshift 5 are clearly limited by small
number statistics. We will further investigate the full population
and statistics of Mg II absorbers from redshift 2 to 7 in an upcoming
paper.

6 C O N C L U S I O N

We investigate four medium resolution and signal-to-noise spectra
of z ∼ 6 QSOs for the presence of C IV, Si IV doublets and associated
transitions. These same spectra were investigated for the presence
of Mg II doublets in Codoreanu et al. (2017).

We adjust the statistics of the C IV and Si IV systems for the im-
pact of varying signal-to-noise and completeness across the redshift
bins considered, the human impact on the identification methodol-
ogy and false positive contamination. The details are described in
Section 3. The incidence rates, absorption paths, and comoving
mass density values are presented in Table 2 and can be seen in
Figs 6–8.

We also compute the CDDFs (see equation 20) of Si IV, C IV, and
Mg II and use a maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) approach to
fit the distributions (see equation 21). The redshift boundaries and
column density ranges considered are presented in Table 5 along
with the best-fitting parameters and associated errors. The CDDF
distributions and best fits are discussed in Section 4.3 and can be
seen in Figs 10–13. Our main findings are

(i) We visually identify 41 C IV and 7 Si IV systems with 36
and 7 passing our 5σ selection criteria, respectively. The highest
redshift C IV and Si IV absorbers identified in our survey which meet
our 5σ selection criteria are, respectively, system 15 in sightline
SDSS J1306 + 0356 with z = 5.80738 ± 0.00017 and 9 in sightline
ULAS J0148 + 0600 with z = 5.77495 ± 0.00038. The absorption
systems can be seen in the online appendix. An example can be
seen in Fig. 2.

(ii) We compute the incidence rates of C IV and Si IV and find
that both decrease from redshift ∼5 to 6. For C IV we com-
pute dN/dX = 3.6 ± 0.6 at a median redshift ⟨z⟩ = 4.77 and
dN/dX = 0.9 ± 0.3 at a median redshift ⟨z⟩ = 5.66. For Si IV

we compute dN/dX = 2.2 ± 1.1 at a median redshift ⟨z⟩ = 5.05
and dN/dX = 0.5 ± 0.2 at a median redshift ⟨z⟩ = 5.66. The values
computed in this work can be seen in Table 2. We combine our non
comoving incidence rates with those of D’Odorico et al. (2013) and
Boksenberg & Sargent (2015). The results can be seen in Fig. 6 and
the details are described in Section 4.1.

(iii) We compute, for the first time, the comoving mass density
of Si IV ("Si IV) beyond redshift 5.5. We measure "Si IV = 4.3+2.1

−2.1 ×
10−9 at ⟨z⟩ = 5.05 and "Si IV = 1.4+0.6

−0.4 × 10−9 at ⟨z⟩ = 5.66. We
combine our findings with the values computed in the observational
study of Boksenberg & Sargent (2015) and the simulations of Garcı́a
et al. (2017). We plot the values in Fig. 8. We find that the our
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At intermediate redshifts (Simcoe+06)

been observed successfully for redshifts, three have been at-
tempted unsuccessfully, and one has not been attempted. The
redshift identifications are 100% complete for photometric can-
didates at R < 25:5, within !400 h"1

71
physical kpc of the QSO

sight line. However, the photometric parent sample is probably
only!50%–60% complete at these redshifts because of object
blending or noise, or because some z ! 2:3 galaxies fall out-
side of the color selection boundaries (C. Steidel 2005, private
communication).

Figure 1 presents a summary image of the field, with the rel-
ative locations of the QSO and z ! 2:5 galaxies. The large circle
shows the approximate 500 h"1

71 kpc sample boundary; small cir-
cles indicate objects with confirmed redshifts, and unconfirmed
photometric candidates are indicated with squares. We are pri-
marily interested in foreground galaxy/absorber systems, so we
have omitted galaxies with z # 2:7, which are close to the QSO’s
emission redshift (zQSO ¼ 2:73). The galaxy statistics in this
environment could be biased by clustering around the QSO, and
the absorption systems would be subject to a locally anomalous
radiation field.

The photometric limit of the candidate sample is R < 25:5,
corresponding to M2000 8 ¼ "20:8 at z ! 2:3. It is not entirely

straightforward to relate this to a luminosity function due to
evolutionary and bandpass effects. However, to provide some
context, we note that for R-band observations of z ! 3 galaxies
(corresponding to 1700 8 in the rest frame), m

%
(z¼3) ¼ 24:48

(Steidel et al. 1999). At z ! 2:3, this translates tom%
(z¼2:3) ¼ 24:0

at krest & 2000 8 using a naive scaling that accounts simply for
luminosity distance. By this measure the luminosity cutoff of
the HS 1700 galaxy sample is !1

4 L
%. The true cutoff could be

slightly brighter due to downward evolution of the luminosity
function between z ! 3 and z ! 2:5 (!m ! 0:2 0:3; Arnouts
et al. 2005) or color differences from 1700 to 2000 8. However,
early compilations of galaxy samples in our redshift range find a
nearly identical luminosity function at z ! 3 and z ! 2:2 (Reddy
et al. 2005).
Erb et al. (2003) have also obtained K-band spectra of the four

sample galaxies nearest the quasar sight line (indicated in Table 1).
These data cover the H! transition, whose emission line is amuch
more reliable estimate of the galaxies’ stellar redshift than rest-
frame UV lines (which are often offset from the true systemic
redshift). Much of our analysis concerns these closest systems,
and we adopt Erb’s H! redshifts where possible. We also quote
the star formation rates derived from their H! observations.

Fig. 1.—G-band image of HS 1700+6416 field. Spectroscopically identified z ! 1:8 2:7 galaxies are labeled with circles (see Table 1 for galaxy properties).
Unconfirmed photometric candidates are indicated with squares. The large circle indicates an impact parameter of 500 h"1

71 physical kpc from the QSO line of sight at
z ¼ 2:4, the radial limit of the sample. MD109 and BX709 have very similar redshifts (z ¼ 2:285, 2.2942) and may be related to a single-component C iv system at
z ¼ 2:28956 (see x 6.2). The faintest objects in the image have G & 28; accordingly the R < 25:5 sample limit is dictated by spectroscopic rather than photometric
sensitivities. Image provided courtesy of C. Steidel.
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protoclusters at z ! 3. However, it is clear that the system at
!v ! þ1400 km s#1 is qualitatively different from the other
two Ly! absorbers; in fact, this is the MD103 galaxy/absorber
complex described in x 4.4.3, underscoring the distinctive nature
of the O vi–selected metal line systems.

The other two systems are also strong H i absorbers with
NH i !1016, but they have much lower Si iv/C iv ratios, indicat-
ing a higher degree of ionization, and lower C iv/H i, which in-
dicates a lower heavy-element abundance (½X/H%P#2:0). They
are not accompanied by hot O vi or N v. The system at !v !
#1000 km s#1 (relative to the cluster center) is flanked both on
the sky and in redshift space by a pair of galaxies (MD109 and
BX709) with impact parameters of " ¼ 208 and 316 kpc and
!v ¼ ' 400 km s#1 (relative to the absorber). Their orientation
on the sky is indicated in Figure 1. This configuration could easily
result from the galaxies being embedded in a large filament
whose gas has been preenriched at earlier times to a level near the
intergalactic mean.

There are several weak H i lines with NH i !1012 cm#2 dis-
persed throughout the galaxy overdensity, but we do not detect
any diffuse O vi or N v gas that would indicate the presence of
a shocked intracluster medium (ICM). There are no absorbers
at the central redshift of the galaxy overdensity. On the whole,
the data do not show evidence of uniform, highly enriched gas in
the protocluster environment at z ! 2:3. However, roughly solar
abundances are observed near the closest galaxy to the line of
sight. This suggests that the metals and shock heating are pow-
ered by dynamical processes associated with the galaxy itself
rather than interactions with the cluster. If MD103 and other gal-
axies in the congealing protocluster are losing their interstellar
media through winds or dynamical interactions, this could pro-
duce substantial intracluster enrichment even before the ICM ap-
pears to have virialized.

6.3. The Absorption Environment of Color-selected Galaxies

Having described the galaxy population in absorption-selected
environments, we now consider the inverse problem: character-
ization of the IGM near a sample of color-selected galaxies.
Figure 14 shows a montage of absorption-line plots centered on
the redshifts of nine galaxies from Table 1. The plots are sorted
according to galaxy-absorber impact parameter, from upper left
to lower right. For each panel we show the profiles of H i, C iv,
and Si iv.
There appears to be a qualitative change in the properties of

the IGM at galaxy-absorber impact parameters " ! 320 h#1
71 kpc.

Inside this radius, all five detected galaxies have strongly satu-
rated Ly! absorption at!vP 500 km s#1; four of the five are also
C iv systems. At impact parameters larger than!320 h#1

71 kpc, we
see no trends in the absorption data that would suggest an as-
sociation with galaxies. The only absorption near BX635 is Ly#
from a higher redshift system (which we have masked in the fig-
ure). The raw C iv and Si iv profiles from BX635 are contami-
nated by interloping Ly! ; we verified that these lines could not
be masking true C iv or Si iv, since at least one of the doublet
components was free of Ly! across the profiles. For presentation
purposes, we fitted the profiles of the interloping Ly! near BX635
and removed their signatures. MD119 exhibits fairly unremark-
able Ly! forest lines, and BX759 andMD92 have very weak H i
profiles. Except for MD119 the systems at " ( 320 h#1

71 kpc ex-
hibit no heavy-element absorption.
Figure 15 shows a graphical representation of these trends. In

the bottom panel we plot the column density of the strongest H i

Fig. 14.—Montage of H i, C iv, and Si iv absorption in the vicinity of the
z ! 2:5 galaxies listed in Table 1. The systems are arranged from top left to bot-
tom right in order of increasing impact parameter. Beyond !320 h#1

71 kpc, the
absorption properties resemble typical L! forest regions with no distinct metal
absorption. We have removed interloping Ly! lines from the C iv and Si iv
profiles of BX635 (see text).

Fig. 15.—Variation of gas density (bottom) and chemical abundance (top) in
the IGM as a function of galaxy impact parameter. The gas density shows evi-
dence of a marked decline at impact parameters of !300 h#1

71 kpc, which we in-
terpret as the transverse scale of gas structures where the galaxies are embedded.
Errors in NH i for points at large radii are smaller than symbols. The chemical
abundances are very high at small impact parameter but blend into the back-
ground field (shown with hatched bar) between 100 and 200 h#1

71 kpc. The large
intergalactic metallicity near MD103 cannot be explained by extrapolation of in
situ disk enrichment trends; for reference, we show the abundance gradient of the
local galaxyM101’s H ii regions as a function of galactocentric radius (Kennicutt
et al. 2003). The solid line represents measurement area, while the dotted line is
an extrapolation of the measured trend.
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71 kpc. The large
intergalactic metallicity near MD103 cannot be explained by extrapolation of in
situ disk enrichment trends; for reference, we show the abundance gradient of the
local galaxyM101’s H ii regions as a function of galactocentric radius (Kennicutt
et al. 2003). The solid line represents measurement area, while the dotted line is
an extrapolation of the measured trend.

SIMCOE ET AL.664 Vol. 637

Possible hosts of a strong Lyα + CIV absorber found up to 
~320 pkpc from the quasar sightline. 
(but, can we say they are really  hosts with such large b?) 
Remarkable metal enhancement at ~100 pkpc.

At further higher redshifts,  
spectroscopy is more challenging…

protoclusters at z ! 3. However, it is clear that the system at
!v ! þ1400 km s#1 is qualitatively different from the other
two Ly! absorbers; in fact, this is the MD103 galaxy/absorber
complex described in x 4.4.3, underscoring the distinctive nature
of the O vi–selected metal line systems.

The other two systems are also strong H i absorbers with
NH i !1016, but they have much lower Si iv/C iv ratios, indicat-
ing a higher degree of ionization, and lower C iv/H i, which in-
dicates a lower heavy-element abundance (½X/H%P#2:0). They
are not accompanied by hot O vi or N v. The system at !v !
#1000 km s#1 (relative to the cluster center) is flanked both on
the sky and in redshift space by a pair of galaxies (MD109 and
BX709) with impact parameters of " ¼ 208 and 316 kpc and
!v ¼ ' 400 km s#1 (relative to the absorber). Their orientation
on the sky is indicated in Figure 1. This configuration could easily
result from the galaxies being embedded in a large filament
whose gas has been preenriched at earlier times to a level near the
intergalactic mean.

There are several weak H i lines with NH i !1012 cm#2 dis-
persed throughout the galaxy overdensity, but we do not detect
any diffuse O vi or N v gas that would indicate the presence of
a shocked intracluster medium (ICM). There are no absorbers
at the central redshift of the galaxy overdensity. On the whole,
the data do not show evidence of uniform, highly enriched gas in
the protocluster environment at z ! 2:3. However, roughly solar
abundances are observed near the closest galaxy to the line of
sight. This suggests that the metals and shock heating are pow-
ered by dynamical processes associated with the galaxy itself
rather than interactions with the cluster. If MD103 and other gal-
axies in the congealing protocluster are losing their interstellar
media through winds or dynamical interactions, this could pro-
duce substantial intracluster enrichment even before the ICM ap-
pears to have virialized.

6.3. The Absorption Environment of Color-selected Galaxies

Having described the galaxy population in absorption-selected
environments, we now consider the inverse problem: character-
ization of the IGM near a sample of color-selected galaxies.
Figure 14 shows a montage of absorption-line plots centered on
the redshifts of nine galaxies from Table 1. The plots are sorted
according to galaxy-absorber impact parameter, from upper left
to lower right. For each panel we show the profiles of H i, C iv,
and Si iv.
There appears to be a qualitative change in the properties of

the IGM at galaxy-absorber impact parameters " ! 320 h#1
71 kpc.

Inside this radius, all five detected galaxies have strongly satu-
rated Ly! absorption at!vP 500 km s#1; four of the five are also
C iv systems. At impact parameters larger than!320 h#1

71 kpc, we
see no trends in the absorption data that would suggest an as-
sociation with galaxies. The only absorption near BX635 is Ly#
from a higher redshift system (which we have masked in the fig-
ure). The raw C iv and Si iv profiles from BX635 are contami-
nated by interloping Ly! ; we verified that these lines could not
be masking true C iv or Si iv, since at least one of the doublet
components was free of Ly! across the profiles. For presentation
purposes, we fitted the profiles of the interloping Ly! near BX635
and removed their signatures. MD119 exhibits fairly unremark-
able Ly! forest lines, and BX759 andMD92 have very weak H i
profiles. Except for MD119 the systems at " ( 320 h#1

71 kpc ex-
hibit no heavy-element absorption.
Figure 15 shows a graphical representation of these trends. In

the bottom panel we plot the column density of the strongest H i

Fig. 14.—Montage of H i, C iv, and Si iv absorption in the vicinity of the
z ! 2:5 galaxies listed in Table 1. The systems are arranged from top left to bot-
tom right in order of increasing impact parameter. Beyond !320 h#1

71 kpc, the
absorption properties resemble typical L! forest regions with no distinct metal
absorption. We have removed interloping Ly! lines from the C iv and Si iv
profiles of BX635 (see text).

Fig. 15.—Variation of gas density (bottom) and chemical abundance (top) in
the IGM as a function of galaxy impact parameter. The gas density shows evi-
dence of a marked decline at impact parameters of !300 h#1

71 kpc, which we in-
terpret as the transverse scale of gas structures where the galaxies are embedded.
Errors in NH i for points at large radii are smaller than symbols. The chemical
abundances are very high at small impact parameter but blend into the back-
ground field (shown with hatched bar) between 100 and 200 h#1

71 kpc. The large
intergalactic metallicity near MD103 cannot be explained by extrapolation of in
situ disk enrichment trends; for reference, we show the abundance gradient of the
local galaxyM101’s H ii regions as a function of galactocentric radius (Kennicutt
et al. 2003). The solid line represents measurement area, while the dotted line is
an extrapolation of the measured trend.
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Possible identification 
via Lyα at z=5.7 
 (b=79 pkpc, dv=−240 km/s) 

But no consistent detection 
is found in a MUSE cube 
 (preliminary)

30 arcsec = 176 pkpc

QSO

HST WFC3 1.6μm

Galaxy–QSO absorber pair at z = 5.719 823

Table 1. Lyα and UV parameters, magnitudes and colours of the targets.

Object Target 1 Target 2 Target 3

RA (J2000) 10 30 24.08 10 30 27.98 10 30 26.49
Dec. (J2000) +05 24 20.41 +05 24 59.51 +05 25 05.14
za

850 (mag) 25.94 ± 0.05 26.03 ± 0.06 25.34 ± 0.05
(i775 − z850)b 2.25 1.23 1.59
zc

Lyα 5.973 ± 0.002 5.676 ± 0.002 5.719 ± 0.002
LLyα (× 1042 erg s−1) 8.6 ± 0.6 1.7 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.3
SFRLyα (M⊙ yr−1) 7.8 ± 0.5 1.6 ± 0.4 1.4 ± 0.3
Fd

UV (× 10−30 erg s−1 cm−2 Hz−1) 1.13 ± 0.08 1.29 ± 0.08 2.6 ± 0.1
LUV (× 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1) 6.4 ± 0.4 6.8 ± 0.4 13.6 ± 0.7
SFRUV (M⊙ yr−1) 8.0 ± 0.5 8.5 ± 0.5 17.0 ± 0.9
Physical distancee (kpc) 326 83 79

aCalculated using FLUX_AUTO.
bCalculated using FLUX_ISO.
cVacuum heliocentric.
d Corrected for Lyα emission and Lyα forest.
eTransverse distance to the QSO line of sight.

3 R ESULTS

3.1 Lyα detections

As shown in Figs 1–3, we detect a single emission line in each
of the three galaxies observed. We interpret these features as Lyα

emission lines at redshifts zem = 5.7–6.0, for the following reasons.
As discussed in more detail below (Section 3.3), the (i775 − z850)

colours of the galaxies together with their faint z850 magnitudes are
indicative of high redshifts, z > 5.4. The main contaminants in this
colour regime are galaxies at z = 1–2; in this case, the emission
lines we have detected could conceivably be [O II] λλ3726, 3729,
at zem = 1.2–1.3. However, the [O II] doublet, with a wavelength
separation of 2.8 × (1 + z) ≃ 6.2 Å, should be resolved in our
spectra, which have a resolution of 4.9 Å FWHM. Furthermore, even
if the individual doublet lines were not fully resolved, we expect the
width of the features to be FWHM ! 8 Å, broader than FWHM ≃
4.9 and 6.0 Å we measure for the two newly discovered emission
lines reported here, in targets 2 and 3, respectively. The emission
line in target 1 was independently identified as Lyα by Stiavelli et al.

Figure 1. FORS2 spectrum of J103024.08+052420.41. Top: 2D image of
the spectrum. The x-axis is wavelength and the y-axis is the spatial direction
along the slit. Bottom: 1D spectrum, with the dotted line showing the 1σ

error spectrum. Grey regions indicate positions of all the sky lines present
(with different intensities). In both 2D and 1D spectra, an emission line is
clearly detected at 8477 Å; we identify this feature as Lyα at z = 5.973.

(2005) on the basis of its asymmetric profile which is characteristic
of resonantly scattered Lyα emission in galaxies undergoing large-
scale outflows (e.g. Quider et al. 2009). We conclude that the most
likely interpretation is that all three features are Lyα emission lines
at redshifts zem = 5.7–6.0, as detailed below.

We measured the values of zem for each galaxy from the peak
of the emission line; we estimate the uncertainty of the redshifts to

Figure 2. FORS2 spectrum of J103027.98+052459.51. Details as in Fig. 1.

Figure 3. FORS2 spectrum of J103026.49+052505.14. Details as in Fig. 1.

C⃝ 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 418, 820–827
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2011 RASDownloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/418/2/820/1068933

by University of Tokyo Library user
on 28 August 2018

Díaz+11

Alternative tracer at  
high redshifts 
[CII]158μm  
with ALMA

characteristic rest-frame ultraviolet luminosity
deficit. This deficit is due to the absorption of
photons blueward of the Lyman continuum break
(26). The observed SFRs of the two absorption-
selected galaxies are comparable to the SFR of
bright LBGs at similar redshift (27). However, by
selecting the DLAs on their high metallicity, we
are probing the massive end of the distribution
of DLA host galaxies (11, 12). The typical galaxies
associated with DLAs likely have a smaller mass,

and thus a smaller SFR, consistent with nonde-
tections reported in the literature (17).
Plotting the [C II] 158-mm line luminosity versus

the SFR for high-redshift (z ≥ 1) galaxies (Fig. 4A)
shows that our absorption-selected galaxies oc-
cupy the same parameter space as high-redshift,
emission-selected galaxies and fall within 1 SD
of the correlation found in the local universe
between these two observables (28). Similarly,
the two absorption-selected galaxies fall within

the same parameter space as their high-redshift
emission-selected counterparts in a plot of the ratio
of [C II] 158-mm line luminosity to TIR luminosity
versus TIR luminosity (Fig. 4B). This strengthens
the assertion that high-metallicity, absorption-
selected galaxies are similar to moderately star-
forming, emission-selected galaxies, such as the
massive end of the LBG population. This asser-
tion is further corroborated by the agreement
between our dynamical mass estimate in ALMA

Neeleman et al., Science 355, 1285–1288 (2017) 24 March 2017 2 of 4

Fig. 1. 400-GHz continuum and [C II] 158-mm
emission from two damped Ly-a absorber (DLA)
fields. (A andB) The ≈400-GHz continuum emission
from the regions surrounding two quasars (black
stars). Black contours begin at 3s and increase byffiffiffi
2

p
s; dashed contours indicate negative values.

Gray contours are drawn at increments of 25s.
The axes give the relative physical (proper)
distance at the DLA redshifts (i.e., z = 4.2584
and 3.7975 for SDSS J081740.52+135134.5 and
SDSS J120110.31+211758.5, respectively). (C and
D) Mean flux density over the full [C II] 158-mm
line profile displayed in Fig. 2, A and B, for a smaller
region centered on the identified DLA host
galaxies. No other emission lines are detected in
these fields.The line contours begin at 3s, with each
subsequent contour increasing by

ffiffiffi
2

p
s. The size of

the synthesized beam is shown in the bottom left
of each panel. The dashed line is the measured
major axis of the galaxy (22). QSO, quasar (quasi-
stellar object).

Fig. 2. Emission and absorption spectra from
the host galaxies and DLAs. (A and B) [C II]
158-mm emission profile for the galaxy hosts iden-
tified with two high-redshift DLAs (Fig. 1). The
1s uncertainties are shown in gray. The zero point
of the velocity scale was chosen to correspond with
the strongest absorption feature of the DLAs [(C) and
(D)]. The absorption profiles are for two represen-
tative low-ionization elements, singly ionized silicon
and singly ionized iron, which trace the bulk of the
metals in the absorbers. The grayed-out region in
(C) is a sulfur absorption line (S II l1259 Å). The
agreement in redshift and width of the absorption
and emission lines indicate that the [C II] 158-mm
emission is from the DLA host galaxy.
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characteristic rest-frame ultraviolet luminosity
deficit. This deficit is due to the absorption of
photons blueward of the Lyman continuum break
(26). The observed SFRs of the two absorption-
selected galaxies are comparable to the SFR of
bright LBGs at similar redshift (27). However, by
selecting the DLAs on their high metallicity, we
are probing the massive end of the distribution
of DLA host galaxies (11, 12). The typical galaxies
associated with DLAs likely have a smaller mass,

and thus a smaller SFR, consistent with nonde-
tections reported in the literature (17).
Plotting the [C II] 158-mm line luminosity versus

the SFR for high-redshift (z ≥ 1) galaxies (Fig. 4A)
shows that our absorption-selected galaxies oc-
cupy the same parameter space as high-redshift,
emission-selected galaxies and fall within 1 SD
of the correlation found in the local universe
between these two observables (28). Similarly,
the two absorption-selected galaxies fall within

the same parameter space as their high-redshift
emission-selected counterparts in a plot of the ratio
of [C II] 158-mm line luminosity to TIR luminosity
versus TIR luminosity (Fig. 4B). This strengthens
the assertion that high-metallicity, absorption-
selected galaxies are similar to moderately star-
forming, emission-selected galaxies, such as the
massive end of the LBG population. This asser-
tion is further corroborated by the agreement
between our dynamical mass estimate in ALMA

Neeleman et al., Science 355, 1285–1288 (2017) 24 March 2017 2 of 4

Fig. 1. 400-GHz continuum and [C II] 158-mm
emission from two damped Ly-a absorber (DLA)
fields. (A andB) The ≈400-GHz continuum emission
from the regions surrounding two quasars (black
stars). Black contours begin at 3s and increase byffiffiffi
2

p
s; dashed contours indicate negative values.

Gray contours are drawn at increments of 25s.
The axes give the relative physical (proper)
distance at the DLA redshifts (i.e., z = 4.2584
and 3.7975 for SDSS J081740.52+135134.5 and
SDSS J120110.31+211758.5, respectively). (C and
D) Mean flux density over the full [C II] 158-mm
line profile displayed in Fig. 2, A and B, for a smaller
region centered on the identified DLA host
galaxies. No other emission lines are detected in
these fields.The line contours begin at 3s, with each
subsequent contour increasing by

ffiffiffi
2

p
s. The size of

the synthesized beam is shown in the bottom left
of each panel. The dashed line is the measured
major axis of the galaxy (22). QSO, quasar (quasi-
stellar object).

Fig. 2. Emission and absorption spectra from
the host galaxies and DLAs. (A and B) [C II]
158-mm emission profile for the galaxy hosts iden-
tified with two high-redshift DLAs (Fig. 1). The
1s uncertainties are shown in gray. The zero point
of the velocity scale was chosen to correspond with
the strongest absorption feature of the DLAs [(C) and
(D)]. The absorption profiles are for two represen-
tative low-ionization elements, singly ionized silicon
and singly ionized iron, which trace the bulk of the
metals in the absorbers. The grayed-out region in
(C) is a sulfur absorption line (S II l1259 Å). The
agreement in redshift and width of the absorption
and emission lines indicate that the [C II] 158-mm
emission is from the DLA host galaxy.
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Neeleman+17, Science

z=4.258, b=42 pkpc 
SFR=110±10 M⊙/yr 

z=3.798, b=18 pkpc 
SFR=24±8 M⊙/yr 



Few identifications at z≳4
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Possible identification 
via Lyα at z=5.7 
 (b=79 pkpc, dv=−240 km/s) 

But no consistent detection 
is found in a MUSE cube 
 (preliminary)

30 arcsec = 176 pkpc

QSO

HST WFC3 1.6μm

Galaxy–QSO absorber pair at z = 5.719 823

Table 1. Lyα and UV parameters, magnitudes and colours of the targets.

Object Target 1 Target 2 Target 3

RA (J2000) 10 30 24.08 10 30 27.98 10 30 26.49
Dec. (J2000) +05 24 20.41 +05 24 59.51 +05 25 05.14
za

850 (mag) 25.94 ± 0.05 26.03 ± 0.06 25.34 ± 0.05
(i775 − z850)b 2.25 1.23 1.59
zc

Lyα 5.973 ± 0.002 5.676 ± 0.002 5.719 ± 0.002
LLyα (× 1042 erg s−1) 8.6 ± 0.6 1.7 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.3
SFRLyα (M⊙ yr−1) 7.8 ± 0.5 1.6 ± 0.4 1.4 ± 0.3
Fd

UV (× 10−30 erg s−1 cm−2 Hz−1) 1.13 ± 0.08 1.29 ± 0.08 2.6 ± 0.1
LUV (× 1028 erg s−1 Hz−1) 6.4 ± 0.4 6.8 ± 0.4 13.6 ± 0.7
SFRUV (M⊙ yr−1) 8.0 ± 0.5 8.5 ± 0.5 17.0 ± 0.9
Physical distancee (kpc) 326 83 79

aCalculated using FLUX_AUTO.
bCalculated using FLUX_ISO.
cVacuum heliocentric.
d Corrected for Lyα emission and Lyα forest.
eTransverse distance to the QSO line of sight.

3 R ESULTS

3.1 Lyα detections

As shown in Figs 1–3, we detect a single emission line in each
of the three galaxies observed. We interpret these features as Lyα

emission lines at redshifts zem = 5.7–6.0, for the following reasons.
As discussed in more detail below (Section 3.3), the (i775 − z850)

colours of the galaxies together with their faint z850 magnitudes are
indicative of high redshifts, z > 5.4. The main contaminants in this
colour regime are galaxies at z = 1–2; in this case, the emission
lines we have detected could conceivably be [O II] λλ3726, 3729,
at zem = 1.2–1.3. However, the [O II] doublet, with a wavelength
separation of 2.8 × (1 + z) ≃ 6.2 Å, should be resolved in our
spectra, which have a resolution of 4.9 Å FWHM. Furthermore, even
if the individual doublet lines were not fully resolved, we expect the
width of the features to be FWHM ! 8 Å, broader than FWHM ≃
4.9 and 6.0 Å we measure for the two newly discovered emission
lines reported here, in targets 2 and 3, respectively. The emission
line in target 1 was independently identified as Lyα by Stiavelli et al.

Figure 1. FORS2 spectrum of J103024.08+052420.41. Top: 2D image of
the spectrum. The x-axis is wavelength and the y-axis is the spatial direction
along the slit. Bottom: 1D spectrum, with the dotted line showing the 1σ

error spectrum. Grey regions indicate positions of all the sky lines present
(with different intensities). In both 2D and 1D spectra, an emission line is
clearly detected at 8477 Å; we identify this feature as Lyα at z = 5.973.

(2005) on the basis of its asymmetric profile which is characteristic
of resonantly scattered Lyα emission in galaxies undergoing large-
scale outflows (e.g. Quider et al. 2009). We conclude that the most
likely interpretation is that all three features are Lyα emission lines
at redshifts zem = 5.7–6.0, as detailed below.

We measured the values of zem for each galaxy from the peak
of the emission line; we estimate the uncertainty of the redshifts to

Figure 2. FORS2 spectrum of J103027.98+052459.51. Details as in Fig. 1.

Figure 3. FORS2 spectrum of J103026.49+052505.14. Details as in Fig. 1.

C⃝ 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 418, 820–827
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2011 RASDownloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/418/2/820/1068933

by University of Tokyo Library user
on 28 August 2018

Díaz+11

Alternative tracer at  
high redshifts 
[CII]158μm  
with ALMA

characteristic rest-frame ultraviolet luminosity
deficit. This deficit is due to the absorption of
photons blueward of the Lyman continuum break
(26). The observed SFRs of the two absorption-
selected galaxies are comparable to the SFR of
bright LBGs at similar redshift (27). However, by
selecting the DLAs on their high metallicity, we
are probing the massive end of the distribution
of DLA host galaxies (11, 12). The typical galaxies
associated with DLAs likely have a smaller mass,

and thus a smaller SFR, consistent with nonde-
tections reported in the literature (17).
Plotting the [C II] 158-mm line luminosity versus

the SFR for high-redshift (z ≥ 1) galaxies (Fig. 4A)
shows that our absorption-selected galaxies oc-
cupy the same parameter space as high-redshift,
emission-selected galaxies and fall within 1 SD
of the correlation found in the local universe
between these two observables (28). Similarly,
the two absorption-selected galaxies fall within

the same parameter space as their high-redshift
emission-selected counterparts in a plot of the ratio
of [C II] 158-mm line luminosity to TIR luminosity
versus TIR luminosity (Fig. 4B). This strengthens
the assertion that high-metallicity, absorption-
selected galaxies are similar to moderately star-
forming, emission-selected galaxies, such as the
massive end of the LBG population. This asser-
tion is further corroborated by the agreement
between our dynamical mass estimate in ALMA

Neeleman et al., Science 355, 1285–1288 (2017) 24 March 2017 2 of 4

Fig. 1. 400-GHz continuum and [C II] 158-mm
emission from two damped Ly-a absorber (DLA)
fields. (A andB) The ≈400-GHz continuum emission
from the regions surrounding two quasars (black
stars). Black contours begin at 3s and increase byffiffiffi
2

p
s; dashed contours indicate negative values.

Gray contours are drawn at increments of 25s.
The axes give the relative physical (proper)
distance at the DLA redshifts (i.e., z = 4.2584
and 3.7975 for SDSS J081740.52+135134.5 and
SDSS J120110.31+211758.5, respectively). (C and
D) Mean flux density over the full [C II] 158-mm
line profile displayed in Fig. 2, A and B, for a smaller
region centered on the identified DLA host
galaxies. No other emission lines are detected in
these fields.The line contours begin at 3s, with each
subsequent contour increasing by

ffiffiffi
2

p
s. The size of

the synthesized beam is shown in the bottom left
of each panel. The dashed line is the measured
major axis of the galaxy (22). QSO, quasar (quasi-
stellar object).

Fig. 2. Emission and absorption spectra from
the host galaxies and DLAs. (A and B) [C II]
158-mm emission profile for the galaxy hosts iden-
tified with two high-redshift DLAs (Fig. 1). The
1s uncertainties are shown in gray. The zero point
of the velocity scale was chosen to correspond with
the strongest absorption feature of the DLAs [(C) and
(D)]. The absorption profiles are for two represen-
tative low-ionization elements, singly ionized silicon
and singly ionized iron, which trace the bulk of the
metals in the absorbers. The grayed-out region in
(C) is a sulfur absorption line (S II l1259 Å). The
agreement in redshift and width of the absorption
and emission lines indicate that the [C II] 158-mm
emission is from the DLA host galaxy.
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characteristic rest-frame ultraviolet luminosity
deficit. This deficit is due to the absorption of
photons blueward of the Lyman continuum break
(26). The observed SFRs of the two absorption-
selected galaxies are comparable to the SFR of
bright LBGs at similar redshift (27). However, by
selecting the DLAs on their high metallicity, we
are probing the massive end of the distribution
of DLA host galaxies (11, 12). The typical galaxies
associated with DLAs likely have a smaller mass,

and thus a smaller SFR, consistent with nonde-
tections reported in the literature (17).
Plotting the [C II] 158-mm line luminosity versus

the SFR for high-redshift (z ≥ 1) galaxies (Fig. 4A)
shows that our absorption-selected galaxies oc-
cupy the same parameter space as high-redshift,
emission-selected galaxies and fall within 1 SD
of the correlation found in the local universe
between these two observables (28). Similarly,
the two absorption-selected galaxies fall within

the same parameter space as their high-redshift
emission-selected counterparts in a plot of the ratio
of [C II] 158-mm line luminosity to TIR luminosity
versus TIR luminosity (Fig. 4B). This strengthens
the assertion that high-metallicity, absorption-
selected galaxies are similar to moderately star-
forming, emission-selected galaxies, such as the
massive end of the LBG population. This asser-
tion is further corroborated by the agreement
between our dynamical mass estimate in ALMA

Neeleman et al., Science 355, 1285–1288 (2017) 24 March 2017 2 of 4

Fig. 1. 400-GHz continuum and [C II] 158-mm
emission from two damped Ly-a absorber (DLA)
fields. (A andB) The ≈400-GHz continuum emission
from the regions surrounding two quasars (black
stars). Black contours begin at 3s and increase byffiffiffi
2

p
s; dashed contours indicate negative values.

Gray contours are drawn at increments of 25s.
The axes give the relative physical (proper)
distance at the DLA redshifts (i.e., z = 4.2584
and 3.7975 for SDSS J081740.52+135134.5 and
SDSS J120110.31+211758.5, respectively). (C and
D) Mean flux density over the full [C II] 158-mm
line profile displayed in Fig. 2, A and B, for a smaller
region centered on the identified DLA host
galaxies. No other emission lines are detected in
these fields.The line contours begin at 3s, with each
subsequent contour increasing by

ffiffiffi
2

p
s. The size of

the synthesized beam is shown in the bottom left
of each panel. The dashed line is the measured
major axis of the galaxy (22). QSO, quasar (quasi-
stellar object).

Fig. 2. Emission and absorption spectra from
the host galaxies and DLAs. (A and B) [C II]
158-mm emission profile for the galaxy hosts iden-
tified with two high-redshift DLAs (Fig. 1). The
1s uncertainties are shown in gray. The zero point
of the velocity scale was chosen to correspond with
the strongest absorption feature of the DLAs [(C) and
(D)]. The absorption profiles are for two represen-
tative low-ionization elements, singly ionized silicon
and singly ionized iron, which trace the bulk of the
metals in the absorbers. The grayed-out region in
(C) is a sulfur absorption line (S II l1259 Å). The
agreement in redshift and width of the absorption
and emission lines indicate that the [C II] 158-mm
emission is from the DLA host galaxy.
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Neeleman+17, Science

z=4.258, b=42 pkpc 
SFR=110±10 M⊙/yr 

z=3.798, b=18 pkpc 
SFR=24±8 M⊙/yr 

On the other hand,  
there have been many observations that failed to detect possible 
DLA and/or metal absorption systems. 
 
Our knowledge is still very limited: 

• How far does the enriched gas extend from galaxies? 
• What processes occur in and around galaxies? 
• What causes the change in the ionization condition 

at z~5.5 ? 



Our projects starting up right now 

 - JWST/NIRCam WFSS as an ultimate study 
 - ALMA and MUSE to search for absorber hosts 
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Our GTO program: 
Exploring the end of cosmic reionization

PI Simon Lilly, ETH Zurich 
In collaboration with Rob Simoe, Rongmon Bordoloi (MIT)



Instrument What we can do?

Near-InfraRed 
Camera 

NIRCam

• Imaging at 0.6−5.0 μm in two 2.2’ x 2.2’ FoVs 
• Wide-field Slitless spectroscopy (WFSS; R~1000) 
• Coronagraphic imaging

Mid-InfraRed 
Instrument 

MIRI

• Imaging at 5.6−25.5 μm in 74" × 113" FOV 
• Low-resolution slitted and slit less spectroscopy 
• IFU spectroscopy in 4.9−28.8 μm 
• Coronagraphic imaging

Near-InfraRed 
Spectrograph 

NIRSpec

• MOS with multi-shutter assembly at 0.6−5.3 μm 
• 3” x 3” IFU spectroscopy 
• High contrast single object spectroscopy

Near InfraRed 
Imager and Slitless 

Spectrograph 
NIRISS

• Low-res. (R~150) WFSS in 0.8−5.0 μm (2.2’ x 2.2’ FoV) 
• Single object slit less spectroscopy 
• Aperture-masking interferometry (beyond λ/D) 
• Imaging at 0.9 and 5.0 μm
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Primary survey camera: NIRCam (PI Marcia Rieke)
• Simultaneous dichroic imaging of 0.6 - 2.3 µm and 2.4 - 5.0 µm, 

over two 2.2’ x 2.2’ FoVs 
• Wide-field Slitless spectroscopy (WFSS; R~1000) in long-wavelength 
• Coronagraphic imaging
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Wide Field Slitless Spectroscopy
• Efficient blind emission line searches 

• Large multiplexing 

• Wide, un-interrupted wavelength (redshifts) ranges 

• Successfully used with NICMOS, ACS, WFC3 (GRAPES, PEARS, 3D-HST, FIGS) 

• Future missions (JWST, WFIRST)

N. Pirzkal, Tokyo 3/28/18

JWST NIRISS ~ 1.5μmJWST NIRCAM ~ 4.1μm

“Slitless” spectroscopy with grism

Wide-field slitless spectroscopy with NIRCam

➡We can obtain spectra for all objects in the FoV simultaneously

• No pre-imaging and mask design 
• No (little) bias due to pre-sample selection 
• No slit loss 

from N. Prizkal’s slide (2018)
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Wide-field slitless spectroscopy with NIRCam

➡Where we have the direct measurements of τeff  = high-z quasar fields

ID zQSO  Opacity τeff Absorption sys.

J0148+0600 5.98 very long, opaque 
(τ>7) GP trough -

J0100+2802 6.33 high τ~3—6 4 OI (5.8<z<6.2)

J1030+0524 6.31 large variation τ~2–7 4 CIV (5.5<z<6.0), 4 CIV (z~4.8) 

J1148+5251 6.44 large variation τ~3–6 4 OI (6.0<z<6.3)

J1120+0641 7.08 almost saturated τ CIV (z=6.5), MgII (z=6.4)

PSO J159-02 6.35 No data yet MgII absorption

Where should we observe?
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✔✔✔

Long-wavelength unit
Grism(+imaging) in F356W
Texp=7500 sep

Short-wavelength unit
Imaging in F115W and F200W 
Texp=3700 sec / pt.

Filter strategy

SW imaging and LW grism can be conducted simultaneously!
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We will blindly detect star-forming galaxies at z=5−7  
through strong Hβ+[OIII] lines.



Filter strategy

mAB

23.9

26.4

28.9

31.4

This combination of the three filters (0.9, 2.0, 3.6 μm) is  
very suited to characterize the global properties (MV, βUV and D4000)  
of z~6 galaxies, like the commonly-used BzK technique at z~2. 

MUV

Song+16
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18
4”

273”
10.9 cMpc
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cM
pc 43”

246 
pkpc

Primary  
dithers 

Grism R               Grism R
λλ

Module A            Module B

4 Mosacs 

← 70” →

400”

217”

“Wedding cake”   
mosaic design 

Centered on the 
target quasar

This rectangular area has 
the reversed grism spectra

This central area has 
x4 exposure time
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273”
10.9 cMpc
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cM
pc 43”

246 
pkpc

Primary  
dithers 

Grism R               Grism R
λλ

Module A            Module B

4 Mosacs 

← 70” →

400”

217”

This central area has 
x4 exposure time: 
 
Highly complete 
deep survey of 
metal absorber 
hosts via Hβ+[OIII].
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“Wedding cake”   
mosaic design 



Exposure time and sensitivity

Total science 
time Plan Filter Exposure/

pointing
Max. exp. 

(x 4)
Sensitivy at 5σ 
(point source)

11.1 hr / field  
(overheads ~ 7 hr)

60.5 hr 
for six fields 

 
(110 hr incl. 
overheads)

SW 1 F115W 3865 sec 4.3 hr 28.3 abmag

SW 2 F200W 3865 sec 4.3 hr 28.6 abmag

LW direct 
images F356W 537 sec 0.45 hr 27.9 abmag

LW Grism F356W 7730 sec 8.6 hr ~ 3e-18 erg/s/cm2
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Four times the nominal exposure time for the central sweet spot!



Expected number of detections in the “WIDE” layer

Based on observations of UV LFs, but also very sensitive to the 
assumption of EW([OIII]5007).

Assumptions: Bowens+2015 UV LFs, MUV=M[3.6], EW0([OIII]5007) = 
600Å at z=6.0, EW0(Hα)=400Å at z=4.5, EW∝(1+z)1.2  
(e.g., Smit+15, Labbe+13)
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Expected number of detections

Based on observations of UV LFs, but also very sensitive to the 
assumption of EW([OIII]5007).

With EW=600Å,  

Assumptions: Bowens+2015 UV LFs, MUV=M[3.6], EW0([OIII]5007) = 
600Å at z=6.0, EW0(Hα)=400Å at z=4.5, EW∝(1+z)1.2  
(e.g., Smit+15, Labbe+13)

• With the full 6 fields, the expected numbers of detections are 
N([OIII])~400, N(Hβ)~100, N(Hα)~>1000 (5σ, ~half—1/3 for 10σ). 

• Our program will correct the largest sample of spec-z at z~6 ([OIII]-
emitters) and simultaneously at z~4 (Hα-emitters).  
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When will JWST fly?

• Currently, being re-scheduled in 2021.
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Search for host galaxies of metal absorption 
systems by ALMA (approved) and MUSE (proposed)



low-ion. systems (OI)
high-ion. systems (CIV)
MgII systems

Targets in Cycle 5

JWST target, but 
too north for ALMA

Target in Cycle 6         
ULAS J1120+0641

Summary of absorption systems towards z>6 quasars
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Our 6 JWST targets are highlighted.



Blind search for [CII]158μm emission associated to 
the metal absorption lines at z~>5 with ALMA 
in our JWST target fields

JWST deep spotJWST deep spot (43 (43”x43x43”)JWST deep spot (43”x43”)

10”

SDSS J0100+2802

SDSS
J1030+0524

PSO
J159-02

Ba
nd

 7
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 6

z Q
SO

=6
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8

z Q
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=6
.3

1

z Q
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=6
.3

5

Low-ionization systems (OI)
High-ionization systems (CIV)
MgII systems

Approved in Cy. 5 and 6
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~6 min per each pointing for L[CII]~108.5L⊙ (SFR~20–40 M⊙/yr) at S/N=5

All proposed observations in Cya 5 have been executed.  [CII]158μm of the 
quasars and some continuum objects are detected, but no clear detection of 
[CII]158μm are not discovered for far at a glance of the data cubes…



Blind search for Lyα emission associated to the 
metal absorption lines at z~>5 with MUSE  
in our JWST target fields
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QSO J1030+0524    

HST WFC3/F160W

MUSE FoV

• Successful detections by MEGAFLOW 
(Schroetter+16) 

• Two fields proposed currently (VLT Period 
103) 

• Two more fields will be proposed in P104. 

• A 6-hr cube in the field of QSO J1030+0524 is 
public.

ALMA [CII]158μm + MUSE Lyα + HST deep images 

Finally, rest-frame optical grism images by JWST 

Multi-wavelength comprehensive search and study 
of absorber host galaxies



Summary: 

• Identification of the host systems of metal absorbers  
at z>4–5 will revolutionize our knowledge about baryon 
processes in and around galaxies. 

• Our JWST program will provide a large sample of [OIII]-emitters 
at z~6, and highly complete search along the quasar sightlines.  

• We are making big synergy of JWST + ALMA and MUSE for search 
and (if detected exit) subsequent detailed studies of absorber 
hosts near the EoR .


